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No: 1  Initial Assessment in May 
2008

Improvements by March, 2013 

 
 
 
 

 

 She can not roll from 
back to the stomach and 
stomach to back and can 
not raise up her head. 

 Can not sit  
 Can not communicate 

with the other people 
about her needs in 
gestures  

 Can not analyze the 
different sizes and 
shapes 

 Can not eat, drink by 
herself   

 Can not clean and wash 
her face by herself. 

 Can not read Karen 
alphabet well. 

 Can not count the 
numbers (1-10 ) 

 She can roll from stomach.  
 Can  sit by herself and can 

stand but need other people 
help.  

 She can communicate with 
other people about any of her 
needs in gestures with the 
sound. 

 She can compare the different 
sizes and shapes well 

 She can clean her teeth and 
wash her face by herself.  

 Now she can read all Karen 
alphabet well. 

 She can count the number ( 1-
10 ) well and knows the value 
of the numbers. 

Name  Eh Pyro Say  
Date of birth  10/11/2004 
Sex female 
Religion Christian 
Camp Umpiem  
Section  Zone -B 
School Place  Home  
Grade Home visit 
Case  Cerebral 

Palsy  
Enrolment date  1/5/2008 
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No: 2  Initital  
Assessment at 
enrollment in 

September, 2006

Improvements by  
March, 2013 

 

 

 He can not roll from 
back to the 
stomach and 
stomach and can 
not raise up his 
head. 

 He can not roll from  
his stomach. 

 He only lay down 
on his back 

 Can not hold the 
things 

 Can not raise his 
head. 

 Can not sit  
 Can not stand 
 He is not a good 

healthy. 
 Can not 

communicate with 
the other when he 
need some thing 
. 

 Can sit well. 
 Can stand well. 
 Can run,  kick the ball and jump.  
 Can clap his hands, hit the ball, set up the 

blocks, hold the ball and do beading.  
 He can communicate with the other when 

he needs some thing and when he wants to 
use the toilet. 

 Can say hello to the teacher " Good 
Morning" 

 Can share the toys to his friend. 
 Can chose his friend and play together in 

the group.  
 Can used the toilet by himself and clean it 
 Improved in self care like washing face , 

eating , dressing themselves , put on shoe  
 Keep the things in order. 
 He can tell the name of the colors and can 

compare well. (blue , red , yellow, white)   
 He can sang a short song with show action. 
 He can compared the different sounds of 

animals. 
 Can read 5 letters alphabets in Karen and 

English. 
 He can call the name of animals and the 

fruits those around him.   
 Can held the pencils and drawing well.  

 Can count the number 1-5 in Karen and 
English.  

Name  Saw Hei Ku 
Soe 

Date of birth  9/4/2005 
Sex Male 
Religion Christian 
Religion Christian 
Camp Mae La 
Section  Zone A ,A5 

School Place  Home  

Grade Home visit 

Case  Down 
syndrome 

Enrolment date  21/9/2006 
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No: 3  Initial Assessment 
in April 2006

Improvements by March, 2013 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 Can not roll from 
back to stomach and 
can not raise up his 
head when you 
holding him. 

 Can not Crawl  
 Can not make the 

sound like uh,Ah , 
but he can smile to 
the other people. 
 

Can sit by him self and can walk by himself only the 
flat.  
 Can throw the ball in the distance between 48 

inches and roll the ball. 
 Can beading , and put on the ring by himself.  
 Can set up the blocks, and pick up the things 

from right  change to left , left to right.  
 If he need some thing he can asked by himself. 
 He can say Hello to the teachers " Good 

Morning" 
 He can follow some thing from the teachers 

ask him and have a good facial expressions. 
 Had a development skill such as, he could  

range the shape of materials in order correctly,  
he can compared different 4 colors with tell the 
name. 

 He can follow two steps of instruction and tell 
right and left.  

 He can compared the light things and heavy 
things. 

 He knew the routine of the time.  
 He can sang a song.  
 He had a good social skill such as, can played 

with his friends ,shared the things to his friends 
and had concentrate in doing activities. 

 He could pay attention and say " Thank you" " 
sorry" , talking with the teachers , adults and 
friends.  

 Now he can help himself as, ( cleaned his teeth 
, dressing , eating , toileting )  

 He can read  all Karen alphabet and English 
alphabet. 

 Can join the word in the sentences and 
introduce himself to the others. 

 Can call daily object things ( cup, plate, pen 
etc.) 

 He can inform the others about the news. 
 Can draw the dot and coloring the pictures 

well. 
 He can count the number 1-20 and compare 

with value. 

 Can tell name of the shape . 

Name  Saw Eh Ku 
Say 

Date of birth  9/5/2002 
Sex Male 
Religion Christian 
Camp Mae Ra Moe 
Section  4 
School Place  Nursery 
Grade Class A 
Case  Cerebral 

palsy  
Enrolment date  19/4/2006 
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No: 4  Initial 
Assessment 
in September 

2009

Improvements by March, 2013 

 
 

 Can not roll 
from back to 
stomach,Can 
not crawl, can 
not sit, or 
hold or eat by 
himself. 

 Can not 
communicate 
with others 
about his 
needs.  
 

 Can crawl and can sit well. 
 Can stand with some thing to support. 
 He can communicate with other people 

through the needs as eating , toileting, playing 
time. 

 He was friendly when he working in the group. 
 He can shared his things to his friends. 
 He had a good creative skills as, can range 

materials in order, and compared four different 
colors. 

 He had development language skills as , can 
read Karen alphabet 5 letters with range in 
order. 

 He can compared the pictures that belong with 
the letters. 

  Can joined two words  in a short sentences. 
 Can told the name of house hold materials and 

can say " Hello" and   " Good Morning" to a 
dults. 

 Can hold pencil, coloring the pictures and 
drawing. 

 Can dressing by himself. 
 Can clean , eating, drinking by himself. 

 Can count the number 1-5 with value. 

Name  Saw Htee pei 
Date of birth   
Sex Male 
Religion Bud dish  
Camp Mae La Oo 
Section  3 
School Place  Home 
Grade Homevisit 
Case  Cerebral 

palsy  
Enrolment date  16/9/2009 
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No: 5  Initial  
Assessment in 

September 
2010

Improvements by March, 2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  Can not sit 
well. 

 Can not hold 
and grasp the 
big things and 
small things. 

 Can not stand 
and walk. 

 Can not 
toileting and 
self help. 

 Can not say 
the words and 
not 
understand 
the words 

 Can walk well 
 Can hold the different size of things. 
 Can ride bicycle but need some one help. 
 She can dressing , eating , drinking , 

cleaning her hand with soap by herself. 
 Can recognized her teachers well. 
 She can set up the blocks step by step in 

order.  
 She can compared the different colors and 

the animal in the water and on the land. 
 She was interest drawing , looking at 

pictures and book. 
 She can say the words as " Mom and Dad" 
 She can say short sentences. 
 She can answer the easy question from the 

adults and teachers who she know them. 
 She can draw the dot of letter, pictures. 

 She can count the number  1-10 in Karen 
and English well. 

Name  Naw Paw Nay 
Tha Htoo 

Date of birth  8/6/2008 
Sex Female 
Religion Christian 
Camp Bang Dong 

Yang 
Section  F 1 
School Place  Home 
Grade Home visit 
Case  Week bone 
Enrolment date  17/5/2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 


